News Release
Chocolate and beyond

Barry Callebaut showcases reformulation solutions:
I Feel Good!



Barry Callebaut is working on reformulation projects for chocolate and compounds
since the ‘90’s.
Barry Callebaut offers a solution for every possible target audience, depending on the
choices they make: rational, parental, recommended or emotional.

Wieze/Belgium – October 2, 2014 – In times when new flavors, new trends and new health
requirements sway the market, Barry Callebaut is stepping to the plate with its reformulation
solutions. Marijke De Brouwer, Innovation manager for Barry Callebaut, shared her insights and
expertise on reformulation at today’s Kennedy’s Confection World Chocolate Forum in London.
Barry Callebaut has been continuously reformulating chocolate that everybody can enjoy in a
responsible way since 1990 – without compromising on good taste. Because of this, the company
ensures the production of chocolate that fits into a healthy lifestyle and that everyone can enjoy at
every moment of the day.
“By having introduced different variations to the classic formula of chocolate step by step since
the ‘90s, Barry Callebaut can present itself today as the market leader in innovation,” Marijke De
Brouwer states. “We are leading the way towards chocolate reformulation solutions that fit into
the everyday life of every consumer.”
Four chocolate choices: rational, parental, recommended and emotional
“Barry Callebaut is not only answering to new health concerns but also to new customer trends,”
Peter Boone, Chief Innovation & Quality Officer of the Barry Callebaut Group says. “We have
grouped the reformulation options into four choices: the rational, parental, recommended and
emotional choice. The rational choice is one for a balanced chocolate, the parental choice is
inspired by the wish to pay special care to what our children are eating, the recommended choice
is the result of health consciousness and the emotional one is about the choice for classic
chocolate. By presenting specific solutions for every option, we show that Barry Callebaut is
offering chocolate for everyone, at every moment of the day.”
Gradual, partial and full replacement of sugar
“As a leading global chocolate manufacturer, we believe it’s our responsibility to set the example.
We provide our partners and customers with the options of having the sugar in their chocolate
products gradually, partially or fully replaced. We have been doing this and will continue to do so,
in a co-creative way, together with them,” Peter Boone concludes.

Click here for the ‘I feel good’ animation.
Pictures can be found on: https://www.flickr.com/photos/finn_pr/sets/72157648269610792/
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***
About Barry Callebaut Group (www.barry-callebaut.com):
With annual sales of about CHF 4.9 billion (EUR 4.0 billion / USD 5.2 billion) in fiscal year 2012/13, the
Zurich-based Barry Callebaut Group is the world’s leading manufacturer of high-quality chocolate and
cocoa products – from sourcing and processing cocoa beans to producing the finest chocolates, including
chocolate fillings, decorations and compounds. The Group runs more than 50 production facilities
worldwide and employs a diverse and dedicated global workforce of over 9,000 people.
The Barry Callebaut Group serves the entire food industry, from industrial food manufacturers to artisanal
and professional users of chocolate, such as chocolatiers, pastry chefs, bakers, hotels, restaurants or
caterers. The two global brands catering to the specific needs of these Gourmet customers are Callebaut ®
and Cacao Barry®.
The Barry Callebaut Group is committed to sustainable cocoa production through its “Cocoa Horizons”
initiative to help ensure future supplies of cocoa as well as improve farmer livelihoods.
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